
WARNING: The products in this 
catalog are highly contagious and may 
result in hands-on science fun.
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COLOR FIZZING TABLETS
Fizzing tub tint tablets for true color 
mixing. 1 tablet can color up to 
1 liter of water. Won’t stain hands or 
surfaces. Comes with 100 tablets: 
red, blue, and yellow.
SKU: 800026 | Case of 12

PALM PIPES
Create music by tapping the 
pipe in the palm of your hand. 
Amazing! Discover that the 
different lengths of pipe create 
different lengths of sound waves!
SKU: PALMPIPE  | Case of 12
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ENERGY STICK®

Turn your body into a human 
conductor of electricity! A hands-
on approach to safely explore the 
science of electricity!
SKU: ENERGY | Case of 12

ENERGY STICK® 
CONDUCTOR
Discover how electrons flow 
through circuits and learn about 
insulators and conductors. This 
kit is included with some cool 
cables! Flashing lights and sound 
maker let you know that you’ve 
completed the circuit!
SKU: ENGYCARD | Case of 12

Yes! ALL blister cards 

open for more!

GEYSER TUBETM

Create a soda geyser 30 feet 
high! Turn a bottle of soda 
and a roll of Mentos into an 
erupting science experiment!
SKU: GYSRTUBE | Case of 12

EXTREME 
GEYSER TUBETM

Create three streams, shoot higher, 
or spray wider! Three additional 
caps take the famous YouTube 
experiment to the next level.
SKU: EGEYSER | Case of 12

THE ORIGINAL 
INSTA-SNOW® POWDER
The original instant snow powder! Just add 
water for fluffy white snow in SECONDS! 
A true wonder and learning asset for a 
multitude of settings and playtimes.
SKU: SNOCARD  | Case of 12

Open up for more content, more science, more fun!
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MAGIC SAND
Even when the colored sand gets wet, it 
remains dry. The secret is the hydrophobic 
coating. When Magic Sand is poured into 
water, it holds its shape and can even be 
molded into structures under water. 
SKU: MSANDCRD  | Case of 12

WATER GELTM

Also known as slush powder, this powder 
instantly turns a liquid into a solid. Sodium 
polyacrylate absorbs from 500-800 times 
its weight in water and is actually the 
secret ingredient that’s used to absorb 
“liquid” in baby diapers!
SKU: WGELCARD | Case of 12

A cup with Water Gel 
makes water appear to 

disappear!

Yes! ALL blister cards open for more science,more experiences,more fun!

JELLY MARBLESTM

Place these tiny, solid spheres 
in water, and in just a little 
while you will have your own 
water beads. What starts 
out as a 3mm pebble, quickly 
becomes an approximately 
20mm ball of jelly! 
SKU: JLYMCARD | Case of 12

COLORFUL  
GROWING ORBS
Just when you thought polymers 
couldn’t get any cooler, let us  
introduce you to Orbs!  Mix them, 
squish them, bounce them and count 
them, but they will never fade! 
SKU: ORBSCARD | Case of 12
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AGES 6+

REUSABLE!

JUST ADDWATER!

HYDROPHOBICPOLYMER SAND

Designed in the USA | Made in China
Adult Supervision Required. Do Not Ingest.

Boxed science kits include 
in-depth colorful 

activity cards!

MAGIC SAND 
SCIENCE KIT
This might look like ordinary 
sand… but just try to get it wet. 
Magic Sand begins as normal-
looking sand, until it’s coated 
with a substance that repels 
water. 
SKU: MSANDSET | Case of 6

SHAPE GELTM STARTER SET 
Squeeze your way into exploring the world of polymers 
with Shape Gel. Combine two liquids to create unique 
polymers. Mix and match up to 16 different colors while 
exploring the science of polymers.
SKU: SHPGELSS | Case of 6

STRING SLIMETM  
STARTER SET 
Mix-up the activator solution and 
squirt your favorite String Slime color 
into the liquid! Explore the science 
of polymers while creating over 40 
feet of String Slime!
SKU: STRINGSS  | Case of 6
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Take the three snowball molds and snap the two halves of each one together. Then fill them up with your fluffy made 

up snow.
Holding the two sides together, tap them on the table to make room for a little more. It takes a lot to fill them. Top off 

each of the molds and carefully place them in the freezer. If Mom’s worried, you can put a rubber band around the top 

and bottom of each one. 

The temperatures of freezers vary, so after a few hours you should be safe to pull out your newly 

formed snowballs.
Carefully open the mold to reveal your snowball. If they don’t open easily or 

if the snowball sticks, run the outside of the mold under warm water, but be 

careful not to get excess water inside the mold.

You’ve done it. You now have the primary 

makings for your snowman.

STEP-BY-STEP
1

2

3

4

5

SNOWBALLS IN YOUR FREEZER

EXPERIMENT #2

Insta-Snow ® is a registered trademark & Steve Spangler Science is a trademark of Really Good Stuff, LLC. ©2019 Really Good Stuff, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Place 3 rounded blue scoops of Insta-Snow ® powder into 

the 9 oz plastic cup.
Measure out 9 oz of room temperature water.

Quickly dump the entire cup (yep, the whole thing) of water into the cup 

containing the powder. Don’t look away... you’ll want to see this!

Before your eyes, there’s an eruption of snow in the cup. It fills the entire thing 

until it overflows with snow!

Now try doing the entire reaction in your hands! Mix 1 blue scoop of snow and 2 oz of water in 

your own cupped hand, or have a helper give you a hand. It’s quite the “cool” experience.

LET IT SNOW!STEP-BY-STEP1

2
3

4

5

Insta-Snow is actually derived from the superabsorbent polymer found in baby diapers. The only 

difference (and it’s a big one) is that the Insta-Snow polymer not only absorbs water, but the long 

chains of molecules swell to an enormous size. The polymer soaks up water using the process of 

osmosis (water molecules pass through a barrier from one side to the other). When water comes in 

contact with the polymer, it moves from outside the polymer to the inside and causes it to swell. The 

polymer chains have an elastic quality, but they can stretch only so far and hold only so much water.

EXPERIMENT #1

Insta-Snow ® is a registered trademark & Steve Spangler Science is a trademark of Really Good Stuff, LLC. ©2019 Really Good Stuff, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Adult supervision is required at all times. Insta-Snow® is nontoxic and safe to touch and 

is slippery when wet. It’s very important to keep the Insta-Snow away from pets and 

small children who might accidentally try to eat it. Practice safe science!Insta-Snow® is reusable! Make sure you and anyone else who will be handling the snow 

wash their hands before touching it. To turn the Insta-Snow back into powder, dry out 

the fluffy white snow. Don’t leave the snow in a container where it will be piled on 

top of itself, and never cover your Insta-Snow unless it is back in the powder state. If 

it is covered, it is almost guaranteed to result in gray and moldy snow. Yuck! Use a flat 

surface and spread the Insta-Snow in as thin a layer as possible no more than a half-inch 

thick. After a few days, your Insta-Snow will be back in its original powdery state.

NOW… A WORD ABOUT SAFETY

DRYING INSTRUCTIONS

WHAT YOU’LL NEED TO GET

WHAT’S INCLUDED

Every scientist needs a laboratory to conduct experiments 

and make discoveries. Let’s get started by setting up your science lab.

SETTING UP YOUR LAB!

Measuring cupFood coloringClear plastic cups (9oz or larger)
Room temperature water
Large plate or tray

Insta-Snow® Powder 30 g (1.05 oz) 
1.5”, 2”, 3” Snowball Molds
Plastic Hat, Eyes and Nose
Measuring Scoop

Insta-Snow® is a registered trademark & Steve Spangler Science is a trademark of Really Good Stuff, LLC. ©2019 Really Good Stuff, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

SNOWMAN 
SCIENCE KIT
Make snow in seconds, 
anywhere, anytime! Use the 
tools inside to build your own 
indoor snowman!  Just add 
water while learning about 
osmosis and evaporation.
SKU: SNOMNSCI | Case of 6

WATER GELTM 
SCIENCE KIT
The thirstiest thing you can bring to a 
party! Solidify a cup of water in an instant, 
experiment with its water-absorbing 
properties, then play some really cool 
tricks on your friends.
SKU: WGELSET | Case of 6

Instruction cards

in every box!

COLORFUL 
GROWING ORBS  
SCIENCE KIT
Fun colorful spheres to mix, squish, sort, and bounce. 
Just open the tube of orbs and take a few of them out. 
Hold them in your hand. Believe it or not, these tiny 
balls are about to grow to the size of a large marble!
SKU: ORBSET | Case of 6

JELLY MARBLESTM  
SCIENCE KIT
Amazing little spheres for hours of science 
fun. Jelly marbles start out as tiny, hard 
spheres that become huge, gleaming, globs 
of water-filled science. Just add water and 
the super absorbent polymer does the rest! 
SKU: JLYMSET | Case of 6

INSTA-SNOW® 
SCIENCE KIT
Insta-Snow is the original instant snow polymer 
that actually erupts. EASY TO MIX! AMAZING 
TO WATCH! Add water and Insta-Snow acts like 
a microscopic sponge.
SKU: SNOSET | Case of 6
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SHAPE GELTM 
DELUXE SET
It’s time to squeeze your way into 
the amazing world of Shape Gel by 
squirting one liquid into a mold and 
submerging it into another liquid to 
reveal the stringy-science fun of 
polymers.  
SKU: SHPGELDX  | Case of 6

Step-by-step instructions to guide hands-on science experiences!
STRING SLIMETM DELUXE SET
It’s time to make new-age Slime like you’ve 
never experienced! Just squirt one liquid 
into another and reveal the stringy-science 
fun of polymers. 
SKU: STRNGDLX | Case of 6

Get hands-on with

our Borax free

String Slime recipe!

STEVESPANGLERSCIENCE.COM/TOYS MAKING SCIENCE FUN!
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AGES 8+

EASY ANDSAFE TO USE!

EASY ANDSAFE TO USE!

SCAN THE CODE!AND LEARN MORE ABOUT ALL ABOUT AIR OR VISIT:SpanglerSci.com/AllAboutAirKit

CREATE A 
WINDBAG ROCKET

MASTER
THE

PROPERTIESOF AIR

EXPLOREBERNOULLIPRINCIPLE

EXPLORE
BERNOULLI
PRINCIPLE

BUILD

STRUCTURES

WITH AIR

WHAT IS NECESSARY FOR LIFE ON EARTH, AND IS ONE OF THE MOST

POWERFUL FORCES IN NATURE? IT’S THE AIR THAT SURROUNDS YOU! 

Create
Your OwnHot Air Balloon

FILL THE 8-FOOTBAG WITHONE BREATHOF AIR

Discoverthe Powerof Air

Make theBall Defy Gravity

Create
Your OwnHot Air Balloon

Discoverthe Powerof Air

Make theBall Defy Gravity

IncludedMaterials

INCLUDES:3 Red Windbags3 Blue Windbags3 Green Windbags

3 Yellow Windbags20 Rubber Bands3 Non-latex Yellow Balloons1 Clear Plastic Funnel

1 Ball
(color may vary)Instructions

Designed in the USA | Made in China
Adult Supervision Required.

REUSABLE!

Steve Spangler Science is a trademark of Really Good Stuff, LLC.  © 2019 Really Good Stuff, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

GREAT GROUPACTIVITY

REUSABLE!
GREAT GROUPACTIVITY

SCIENCE KIT
ALL ABOUT AIRSCIENCE KIT
ALL ABOUT AIR

ALL ABOUT AIRSCIENCE KIT
ALL ABOUT AIRSCIENCE KIT

Item #896200 | 39039

Safely explore electricity through our favorite Energy Stick activities!

ALL ABOUT AIR 
SCIENCE KIT
What’s all around us, is usually invisible, 
but you can feel it? What is necessary 
for life on Earth, but is one of the most 
powerful forces in nature? It’s the air 
that surrounds you! Get hands-on while 
exploring the properties of air.
SKU: ABOUTAIR  | Case of 6

FAMILY FUN SCIENCE 
NIGHT - MAGIC
Welcome to Family Fun Science Night, 
where the whole family will do a little 
magic, learn some cool science 
and have loads of fun!
SKU: 897000 | Case of 6

ENERGY STICK® 
SCIENCE SET
Welcome to an electricity party 
where you will explore open and 
closed circuits with an award-
winning science tool! It’s perfectly 
safe, so get ready to turn your own body 
into a human conductor of electricity.
SKU: ENRGYSCI  | Case of 6

BLIZZARD IN A BOX 
SCIENCE KIT
Everybody loves snow, so let’s create 
a blizzard! This kit will give you all the 
activities to create a colorful blizzard of 
snow in moments, make your own snow 
fort, create rainbow snow, build an indoor 
snowman and more!
SKU: BLIZZBOX  | Case of 6

Make snow

in seconds!
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It’s completely safe, and 

it’s a totally cool way to 

learn about conductors of 

electricity

Step-by-step instructionsGIANT ENERGY STICK®

Place your hands on both ends of the Energy Stick® and make a human circuit! Join the fun by holding hands 
and forming a large circuit! Flashing lights and sound maker let you know that you’ve completed the circuit! 
Take the original Energy Stick to a GIANT new level with Steve Spangler’s new Giant Energy Stick!
SKU: BIGENRGY  | Display of 12 | Case of 1
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Just add water!

INSTA-SNOW® 
POWDER
Insta-Snow Powder® is an amazing super 
absorbent polymer that turns into fluffy snow 
just by adding water! Think of the molecules 
that make up the white powder as millions of 
microscopic, water-thirsty sponges. As soon 
as the two substances mix, the water quickly 
moves from the outside of the polymer to the 
inside and causes the polymer to swell rapidly. 
Voila! An eruption of fluffy snow that will not 
melt and lasts for weeks.

GREAT CLASSROOM DEMONSTRATION!

S | MAKE 3 GALLONS
SKU: 855500 | Case of 12

M | MAKE 6 GALLONS
SKU: SNO6GAL | Case of 12

L | MAKE 12 GALLONS
SKU: SNO16 | Case of 6
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We are excited to offer our line of innovative science toys and hands-on learning kits directly to retailers who share 
our passion for making science fun. By working directly with a specialty and mass market retailers, we will be able to 
expedite our time to market, and while offering the most competitive pricing ever in the history of our company.

If you’re new to Steve Spangler Science, we’re excited to show you why our STEM-based products are inspiring the 
next generation of young scientists and engineers. We’re also grateful to our long-time customers who rely on our 
innovation and creativity to keep their customers coming back for more.

WHAT MAKES 
STEVE SPANGLER SCIENCE 

DIFFERENT?
Steve Spangler Science products inspire parents and educators to create unforgettable learning experiences. Long 
before anyone was using the terms STEM, STEAM, STREAM (and 50 other variations), the product development 
team at Steve Spangler Science set out to create products that integrated multiple disciplines in the learning 
experience. We want students to use their writing skills to record their observations and express their ideas, to use  
technology to make new discoveries, and to be motivated by design challenges that push their limits.

But the real secret to any Steve Spangler Science product is the “wow” factor. We know that our products have to 
grab the learner’s attention and pique their curiosity to connect and engage them in the learning experience.

S.T.E.M. CONNECTIONS
SCIENCE EXPLAINED

EASY TO FOLLOW
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

MAKING SCIENCE FUN!
5 Research Dr #150
Shelton, CT 06484
800-366-1920


